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1. Introduction

The successes of Bitcoin and Ethereum placed 
blockchain technologies on the radar of companies 
and governments worldwide. From the adoption 
of Bitcoin in El Salvador (Lopez & Livni, 2021), to 
billions of estimated investments in blockchain 
solutions globally ($65 billion estimated for 2021; 
PWC, 2020), this tool has become a go-to example 
of an innovation that can disrupt entire industries 
with its appropriate application. Nonetheless, unre-
alized investments followed the high expectations, 
inducing a wave of expressed disappointment in the 
actualized potential after more than 10 years of pro-
totyping (Suichies, 2015).

As a subset of distributed ledger technology (DLT), 
the public blockchain with a cumbersome proof-of-
work mechanism for determining consensus is only 
one example of a decentralized ledger. Private and 
hybrid solutions with unchangeable (i.e., immutable) 
entries, as well as cheaper and faster consensus 
mechanisms than proof-of-work, emerged in new 

applications in the past decade. To bring attention 
to these emerging options, more than 100 decision 
trees and questionnaires have attempted to help 
users find their way through the preconditions and 
potential categories of DLT, yet none with a holistic, 
design-oriented approach.

This white paper introduces a comprehensive 
framework for prototyping DLT applications, which 
is also available as an online tool. Starting from 
the important question on “should I use DLT?” can 
help users avoid risky trial-and-error in creating 
expensive prototypes whose value may never be 
actualized. Upon completion of the questionnaire, 
users obtain high-level recommendations, traceable 
requirements, and a canvas of DLT and non-DLT 
components for a complete application. As the only 
framework to merge all preconditions and possibili-
ties into one location, the proposed tool fosters ear-
ly collaboration between managers and engineers, 
thus leading to provably useful applications.

An engineering approach for making evidence-based decisions on the value of using distributed  
ledger technology (DLT), choosing the most appropriate type, and designing a technology bundle  
for a specific case.
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2. What is DLT?

Distributed ledger technology (DLT) applies cryp-
tographic principles to economic needs. It is a new 
paradigm for storing transactions on a commonly 
accessible ledger, wherein participants who transact 
with each other do not need to rely on centralized 
control for trust and security. The most prominent 
DLT is the public blockchain, which represents the 
first generation of solutions that have since been 
improved.

The technology represents a whole category of 
solutions that go beyond the original Bitcoin white 
paper (Nakamoto, 2008) in at least three manners. 
Firstly, newer and more sustainable protocols1 make 
the process of transacting and verifying trustless, 
cumbersome and energy-expensive than the orig-
inal Proof-of-Work protocol. Secondly, emerging 
solutions rely on a combination of methods for link-
ing transactions (e.g., directed acyclic graphs), not 
relying purely on one way of chaining transaction 
blocks. Finally, there are now many ways to com-
partmentalize who can write or read transactions, 
providing ways for transaction data to be decentral-
ized but remain private.
 
The classic blockchain provided a technically de-
manding method for coordinating relatively un-
complicated and common currency exchange, but 
opened a large room for innovation. From electricity 
to supply chains, modern DLT solutions can substi-
tute complex mechanisms of exchanging value in 
dynamic networks, or separate a centralized system 
of control into distributed compartments. Achieving 
both by transforming systems into ecosystems with 
human and automated participants is the future. 

Core Properties 
Distributed ledgers are immutable, trustless, decen-
tralized, multiparticipant ecosystems, fundamentally 
differing from centralized ledgers and other data-
base solutions.

∞  Immutable: Transactions written in the distribut-
ed ledger cannot be subsequently changed. This 
is useful for recording financial and non-financial 
transactions, since the ledger records the mis-
takes, misuse (e.g., double spending) or breaches 
of contract that lead to harms.

∞  Trustless: The ledger shifts the trust from people 
to software. By verifying the code, individual par-
ticipants should be able to trust that the software 
will function as intended, so that they can safely 
interact with other participants without knowing 
their intentions.

∞  Decentralized: The structure of participants in 
the ledger is horizontal (i.e., democratic and con-
sensus-based) rather than vertical (i.e., hierarchi-
cal and control-based). Even when access to the 
ledger is restricted for privacy or other reasons, 
the limited control any party can exert minimizes 
the risk of a single point of failure. This is particu-
larly appropriate for consortia and other cooper-
ating actors who are not under the same roof.

∞  Multiparticipant: To be truly immutable and dis-
tributed, ledgers must be used by multiple partici-
pants. However, the security of the ledger is not 
threatened if the interests of the participants are 
misaligned, so this solution is apt for cases where 
trust cannot be easily established, but everyone 
benefits from a common solution.

∞  Ecosystem: Modern DLT solutions include com-
plementary components2, and are embedded 
in an ecosystem of connectable DLT tools (i.e., 
side-chains) and non-DLT extensions (i.e., off-
chains), fixing throughput, storage, and function-
ality constraints of the ledgers.

Figure 1: The value of DLT process innovation

1   Including, but not limited to: Proof-of-Stake, Proof-of-Authority, Proof-of-History, Proof-of-Elapsed-Time, and Practical Byzantine  
Fault Tolerance.

2   Examples include: token wallets, smart contracts, peer-to-peer file storage solutions, or Internet-of-Things (IoT) sensors and actuators.
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2. What is DLT?

Framework for DLT Utilization

This paper proposes a framework for determining 
the usability of DLT in practical cases beyond cryp-
tocurrencies. Using three pieces of the DLT puzzle - 
prototypes, decision-making frameworks, and 
technical literature – we provide a tool for designing 
a prototype from an idea in 86 questions. Although 
the framework requires managers and engineers to 
commit substantial effort initially, it reduces the total 
time and effort that users would need to prepare 
the documentation and implement the idea other-
wise.
 

Fundamentally, the tool helps users achieve three 
goals simultaneously:

1   prove beyond reasonable doubt that the DLT is 
a valuable technology for a given use case, in 
order to obviate the need for expensive trial- 
and-error and reduce the risk of project failure 
or underperformance compared to the conven-
tional alternatives;

2   align the needs of internal teams and external 
stakeholders with the technical possibilities, by 
setting realistic expectations and explicit require-
ments, to avoid painful transitions; and

3   generate a blueprint containing all layers, cus-
tomized component recommendations, and a 
complete architecture with DLT and non-DLT 
elements, which can be immediately imple-
mented using traditional software engineering 
methods.

Input Ouput

Business Process Existing IT Subjective Fitness

Quality of Service RequirementsUsage Control RequirementsStakeholder Requirements

Application Layer Middleware Layer Infrastructure Layer

EVALUATION

ELICITATION

DESIGN

e.g., can you remove the technical 
responsibility of a trusted third party?

e.g., do you need to have full public
verifiability of the transactions?

e.g., do you need to encrypt 
(sensitive) data?

e.g., do all nodes need to have a 
consistent experience with the DLT?

e.g., how should the transaction states
be synchronized?

e.g., does the system use (parts of) the
business logic from existing services?

e.g., is the system somehow integrated 
to other external systems?

e.g., are you willing to keep only
trusted data sources on-chain?

e.g., do you need to incentivize user
behavior digitally instead of directly?

Feasibility
Study

Value-
Based

Decision

Business-
Technology
Alignment

Blueprint

Need
Analysis

High-Level
Architecture

Figure 2: Three-stage framework for DLT prototyping 
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3. Stage I: Evaluation

The goal of the first stage is to satisfy all conditions 
related to hard technical and organizational con-
straints introduced by DLT and understand the risks 
under the soft constraints. The topic of business 
process is the important first step that users must 
take to understand the role of DLT underneath the 
hype. Unlike storing transactions in a database or 
coordinating activities via emails, the implemen-
tation of this solution requires users to undertake 
management changes toward rather unintuitive 
behaviors. 

Instead of transitioning toward trusting well-defined 
systems and their codes (also known as “trustless-
ness”), one example of an unintuitive change is the 
reduction of the technical (and possibly, entire) 
responsibility of a trusted third party or intermedi-
ary. Another is the introduction of transaction fees 
to cover the additional computing power, which 
can unintentionally disincentivize the intended use 
of the ledger. In addition to these changes, users 
must have a proper and legal reason for using DLT 
over other alternatives and possess something (i.e., 
contracts, assets, or exchange) that can be repre-
sented digitally.

Particularly, two types of tools used to analyze 
the business process and the involved stakehold-
ers have been proven helpful in the past. The first 
type of tool is the stakeholder dependency dia-
gram. Figure 3 shows a diagram, which depicts 
all involved stakeholders with their activities in the 
process and their goals. Furthermore, the diagram 
reveals the dependencies between the actors, the 
power distribution, and the available governance 
mechanisms.

Multiple questions for the business process topic, 
such as the absence or presence of a trustworthy 
third party in the process, can be answered with 
the development of the aforementioned diagram. 
An example of the stakeholder diagram is shown in 
the appendix.

The second helpful tool for the evaluation of the 
business process is the use of a BPMN process flow 
diagram as shown in Figure 4. This process flow 
diagram is a formal method of diagramming an 
organizational process with its inputs and outputs 
as an interface for defining the important elements 
of the current system, problems, and potential 
solutions.
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Figure 3: Notation for stakeholder dependency diagram

Figure 4: Notation for BPMN process flow diagram
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The development of this kind of diagram helps 
identify the current issues in the process, as shown 
in the example of a BPMN process flow diagram 
presented in the appendix. These issues can be 
further taken as starting points for the development 
of requirements and needs for a solution and the 
evaluation (if DLT is the right technology to solve 
these needs).

As a technically demanding solution, DLT can 
still be a poor choice for organizations under its 
current limitations. The topic of existing IT focus-
es on providing guidelines related to throughput, 
energy use, on-chain storage capacity data, and 
hardware requirements. DLT performs worse than 
its alternatives in almost all dimensions. Thus, the 
use case should neither strictly depend on speed 
(such as banking transactions) nor scale (e.g., 
big data), and the business value should justify 
adopting the low-performing solution. Addition-
al technical properties of a use case that would 
go against DLT would include providing read and 
write access only to one entity, wherein regular 
databases perform the job, or giving only write 
access to untrustworthy sources without setting up 
verification mechanisms (for the discussion of why 
DLT cannot perform the job of IoT sensors, Wust & 

Gervais, 2017). Notably, because what is stored on 
the ledger cannot be changed, not all states or data 
(e.g., user data) are appropriate.

Subjective fitness is concerned with needs that are 
specific to a use case, such as the need to decen-
tralize away from problematic or corrupt interme-
diaries, or secure oneself against attacks. While 
not the best solution, encryption and immutability 
of entries in DLT can provide security, privacy, 
and transparency that are necessary for the work 
of governmental institutions or the protection of 
intellectual property in businesses. Answering the 
questions negatively does not disqualify a case, but 
users must be aware of the risks and costs of using 
expensive consensus mechanisms to achieve sim-
ple objectives. Similarly, automatically executable 
smart contracts are useful for cases where arduous 
contract verification is unnecessary, or alternatively 
may require investment into verification mecha-
nisms, such as sensors, optical character recog-
nition, and an interface for uploading and storing 
supporting documents.

Examples of added value provided by DLT are sum-
marized in Figure 5.

3. Stage I: Evaluation

Decentralization

Single source of truth

Immutability

Automation

Data security
through encryption

No central point of failure

Control over own data

Transparency

Tamper resistance

Traceability

Transaction security

Improved identifiability

Fewer paper / manual 
working steps

Cost savings

Improved transfer speed

Fewer media breaks

Network e�ects

Replacement of own individual systems and
assignment to systems of other parties

New and better opportunities for cooperation
between organizations and sectors

New products and services can be implemented
using DLT

Figure 5: Examples of provided added value by DLT
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Elicitation translates the needs into technical 
requirements. Given the changes triggered by im-
plementing DLT, stakeholder requirements are the 
most substantial. They range from a simple defini-
tion of participants to making their needs and in-
centives explicit. For example, private organizations 
emphasize non-disclosure of business secrets, 
whereas public or civic organizations may need full 
public verifiability of transactions. Different incen-
tives also require different reward and punishment 
mechanisms to constrain behavior. Cryptocurren-
cies use coins to reward the miners, but organiza-
tions can also rely on tokens for direct monetary 
or in-kind reward. As for punishment, high fees in 
certain transactions can reduce unwanted activity.

Usage control and quality of service (QoS)  
requirements are not extensive, but require direct 
collaboration of managers and engineers. Im-
portant technical trade-offs are considered when 
deciding on substantially high-level issues. Contrary 
to the popular belief, nodes in current-generation 
blockchain and other mechanisms need not be ful-
ly transparent or equal. Within limits, users are given 
control over functionalities, so they can sacrifice 
e.g., open access for security, or full immutability to 
satisfy the “right-to-be-forgotten.” As for QoS, scal-
ability can be an issue. Users should have a plan for 
big data, whether in specific transactions or across 

4. Stage II: Elicitation

Input Ouput

Business Process Existing IT Subjective Fitness

Quality of Service RequirementsUsage Control RequirementsStakeholder Requirements

Value-
Based

Decision

Business-
Technology
Alignment

Need
Analysis

Feasibility
Study

Stakeholder
Dependency

Mapping

Business
Process

Modeling

Value Stream
Mapping

Governance
Dimensions

Suitable
Building 
Blocks

Figure 6: Summary of potential tools for answering the topics in the first and second stages

all transactions over time. Similarly, security is also 
important, as participants can threaten the ledger 
(e.g., 51% attack). Finally, users should specify ver-
sion compatibility and feasible performance needs.

The questions in the first and second stages of the 
framework depend on the domain knowledge of 
the users, who can generate the inputs using their 
preferred off-the-shelf tools. Multiple tools such as 
a Stakeholder Dependency Diagram can help (see 
Figure 6), as demonstrated in Balta et al. (2019). 
They highlight what is important to the organiza-
tion and its stakeholders, preventing the users from 
being overly attached to a specific solution (i.e., 
“law of the instrument”). 

Depending on domain knowledge, such tools can 
be used by senior managers who comprehensively 
understand their organization and stakeholders, as 
well as specialized users (such as systems engi-
neers) who can interview relevant actors and find 
documentation, such as contracts, which support 
the created view. In any case, easily retrievable and 
documented input from a comprehensive feasibility 
study would provide traceable answers to ques-
tions that directly concern values and requirements, 
thereby reducing the risk of reaching the prototyp-
ing design stage with a poorly fitting project.
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The findings from the first two stages serve as in-
put for the third stage, namely the design stage, as 
shown in Figure 7. This stage leads to the follow-
ing: the realization in the evaluation stage, in which 
substantial amounts of data must be stored, and 
the recommendation of an additional off-chain 
database component at the design stage because 
storing big data on a DLT is usually inefficient and 
costly. The colored arrows in Figure 7 show further 
examples of interdependencies and information 
flow in the tool. The information flow through the 
tool results in more effective results being obtained 
in the design stage when the process is more deep-
ly analyzed in in the first stage.

The design stage comprises three layers that must 
be addressed by the engineers. The application 
layer covers typical questions in software appli-
cation, including the interaction between the DLT 
system and its users, devices, and web services (e.g., 
through APIs), as well as the integration of com-
ponents and external systems, such as IoT devices, 
wallets, and central administration. This layer also 
involves classical system administration issues, such 
as monitoring of performance and logging.  

The middleware layer is concerned with program-
mable logic that can be implemented on the DLT 
through smart contracts or on other components. 

The infrastructure layer covers all relevant ques-
tions for determining the storage of data: which 
data should be stored on- and off-chain, how sen-
sitive data are treated, how many transactions per 
month and data per transaction are processed, and 
other similar questions.

5. Stage III: Design

The 4+1 view model (Figure 8) can be used to de-
pict the results of the third stage in an understanda-
ble and common way. The 4+1 view model is used 
to describe the architecture of a software-intensive 
system from the perspective of different stakehold-
ers, such as end users, developers, or project man-
agers. The four views of the model include logical, 
development, process, and physical views, and the 
“+1” is a scenario view. Different types of UML dia-
grams can be used to depict the four main views.

∞  The logical view deals with the functionality of 
the system for the end user and can be depicted 
with a UML class diagram.

∞  The development view describes the system 
from the viewpoint of a developer and handles 
software management. Therefore, a UML com-
ponent diagram is suitable.

∞  The process view depicts the processes between 
the components of the system and is also impor-
tant to understand the runtime behavior. A UML 
sequence diagram can be used for this purpose.

 
∞  The physical view illustrates the system from the 

viewpoint of the system architect. It also deals 
with the distribution of software components 
and is closely related to the development view. 
Therefore, the suitable UML deployment diagram 
is based on the UML class diagram.

∞  The scenarios are mostly represented through 
written text and describe application scenarios.

Examples of the diagrams for all five views are pro-
vided in the appendix.
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Figure 7: Information flow through the tool

Figure 8: „4+1“ view model according to Kruchten (1995)
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The DLT Use-Case-Solver is a tool developed to 
simplify and standardize the conclusions from the 
analysis. This tool is based on the three stages 
presented in Figure 2 and combines the results 
of the analyses of case studies, existing decision 
frameworks, and technical papers. The tool is built 
similarly to a questionnaire, and questions relevant 
to each stage are asked one after the other. By link-
ing the questions in the background, the questions 
regarding the second and third stages can change 
depending on what was answered in the first stage. 
Moreover, the tool does not replace the work nec-
essary to analyze a case; therefore, the above-ex-
plained tools, such as the stakeholder dependency 
diagram, should be performed before using the DLT 
Use-Case-Solver tool. 

However, this tool reveals that each step in the anal-
ysis is important for decision making. The DLT Use-
Case-Solver also specifies the impact of the analysis 
results on the decision regarding the use of DLT and 
the architecture for a DLT-based solution. There-
fore, this tool can help decision makers in answer-
ing the following three questions at the beginning 
of a potential DLT project:

1  Should I use DLT in my project in the first place? 

2  Which DLT type is the best fit for my project? 

3   What would the software architecture for my 
DLT-based project look like?

The answers to these questions do not only eval-
uate whether a DLT is useful (which is the only 
property of other analyzed decision frameworks), 
but also provides substantially deep analyses of the 
added value of DLT in the specific use case and its 
reasonable implementation together with other 
necessary components.

This canvas helps standardize and accelerate the 
development process and increases the likelihood 
of success of a DLT project. Moreover, architectures 
of existing DLT projects can be reevaluated based 
on the best practice results of the tool.

6. DLT Use-Case-Solver

As a publicly available web app available on any 
browser, the tool is accessible to everybody and 
easy to use without further instructions:  
https://dlt.fortiss-demo.org/.

The tool was developed to be used by managers 
and technical engineers. However, a solid under-
standing of the business processes, the business 
environment, and boundaries is necessary to an-
swer all questions correctly, especially for the stages 
of DLT evaluation and elicitation. Therefore, the 
aforementioned tools help perform the analysis 
comprehensively. Deep technical knowledge, spe-
cifically regarding technical requirements and the 
current IT landscape, is also crucial for the stage of 
DLT design.

As a result of the tool, if DLT is assessed as suitable 
for the analyzed case. Then, a basic software 
architecture for a DLT-based system is derived and 
presented as a canvas with three main stages. The 
canvas can be used to develop the different views 
of the 4+1 view model because it provides the most 
information needed for the different views.

∞   In the application layer, specific requirements 
regarding user interfaces and user management, 
as well as logging and monitoring aspects, are 
provided.

∞  In the middleware layer, backend components, 
as well as the business logic and data model, are 
analyzed from a concept perspective.

∞  The infrastructure layer is subdivided into the 
network, processing, and storage layers. Relevant 
aspects to diverse networks are analyzed in the 
network layer.

An example for a filled output canvas of the DLT 
Use-Case-Solver can be found in the appendix.
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Figure 9: Output canvas of the DLT Use-Case-Solver
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The developed tool streamlines the analysis of 
possible DLT use cases, especially the architecture 
design process for promising cases. However, one 
major characteristic of DLT is its applicability only 
in an environment with numerous stakeholders. 
The evaluation process (e.g., with the stakeholder 
diagram) attempts to capture the needs and desires 
of all stakeholders to incentivize them to participate 
in the DLT solution, but the evaluation performed 
by one stakeholder is still mostly biased. Therefore, 
the opinions of all required stakeholders must be 
obtained to increase the chance of success in real 
projects. The tool must be processed by various 
stakeholders and the results must be compared and 
synchronized. In reality, the inclusion of all stake-
holders can only be ensured by an agile, cyclical 
evaluation process. As illustrated in Figure 10, an ag-
ile process may lead users to rethink their approach 
as they strive to align business and technology or 
create a design blueprint and prototype. Similarly, 
the same stages can be used to further specify 
needs or align with other stakeholders, especially 
when the DLT implementation would introduce  
potentially contested change.

The analyses of existing DLT decision frameworks 
revealed that a framework recommending specific 
software architectures does not really exist. Design 
recommendations were either merely evaluations 

7. Application in Practice

of performance, implementations of single DLT use 
cases, or suggested reference architectures. Thus, 
the proposed tool is quite novel and still needs ver-
ification and evaluation with new use cases or by 
practitioners. Furthermore, the cases, which served 
as the main source for the architecture design part, 
were all under proof-of-concept states and had 
various limitations that led to quite unrealistic work 
in production scenarios where other conditions ap-
ply and some requirements change. The tool also 
applies mainly to the recommendation of software 
architecture for proofs-of-concept or minimum via-
ble products.

Finally, regarding separate branches for each industry, 
the tool thus far is an industry-agnostic version that 
neglects specific industry requirements or scenarios. 
Instantiation of the tool in practice may increase 
its applicability, so this step will be pursued in the 
future. Moreover, the technologies in the output 
canvas are recommended on a component level, 
because multiple options are available based on 
preference. Consequently, specific advantages and 
disadvantages of any single technology are not 
declared because these areas evolve rapidly and 
information risks becomes outdated. Still, we strive 
to provide examples of fitting technologies for each 
component on the tool website:  
https://dlt.fortiss-demo.org/dlt-analysis.

Value-Based
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Other
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Private

...
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Testing
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Technology
Alignment
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Product
Further

Alignment
Further
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Figure 10: Expected outputs of each stage and the potential for iteration
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One source of best practices in DLT is prototypes 
developed by organizations with strong incentives 
for successful DLT operation. The success of a 
project must be justified beyond the successes 
achieved by existing alternatives to avoid making 
DLT and blockchain only expensive prototypes. 
Two common questions in informal decision trees, 
such as “is the use case a real business problem?” 
and “can existing alternatives solve the problem?”, 
respectively address the problems of testing and 
proving value beyond doubt.

In a student lab seminar named “DLT for Process 
Innovation” and organized by the research institute 
fortiss and the Department for Informatics from the 
Technical University of Munich, running yearly since 
2017, teams of two to six graduate students have 
developed 24 DLT-focused prototypes for various 
cases. Herein, the various incentives, challenges, 
and properties of these projects, some of which are 
currently in use, were explored. Project repositories 
are available here: https://git.fortiss.org/Blockchain/
student-practical-courses. Details about the use 
case can be found here: https://researchgate.net/
project/DLT4PI 
 
The cases were introduced and supported by com-
panies and public entities. Initial correlations be-
tween some case characteristics and architecture 

Apendix
A. Overview of the variety of use cases and the incentives for using DLT

decisions could be determined through a detailed 
analysis of all cases and prototypes, as shown in 
Figure 11.

As visible in the second column set, trust and ef-
ficiency were the most important incentives for 
prototyping DLT apps. Functionalities related to im-
mutable storage, traceability of supply chains, and 
the use of financial or other incentives were primar-
ily meant to build trust, whereas secure distribution, 
billing and effective coordination were ways of pur-
suing of efficiency. Mostly private and some hybrid 
DLTs were employed in order to provide function-
alities to a limited number of (also mostly private) 
actors. Notable exceptions are two applications in 
the „special public interest“ category, where private 
DLTs enable the coordination of energy trade be-
tween households and industrial actors without the 
extensive involvement of third parties, but where ac-
cess to the application is controlled and permission 
granted upon request. General public applications 
relied on both public and private DLTs, with an em-
phasis on functionalities that digital incentives and 
storage provide for coordinating traffic, volunteer-
ing, real-estate trade, as well as supporting anti-cor-
ruption transparency-related projects.
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Figure 11: Summary of the dependencies of the different characteristics of the analyzed use cases
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Figure 12 shows that the organizations which ap-
proached the students with a challenge came from 
all three (public, private, and academic) sectors; 
however, the most numerous (58%) were private 
sector projects.

Half of these projects centered on improving the 
manufacturing process using the immutable and 
decentralized nature of distributed ledgers to im-
prove compliance, efficiency, and profit, with others 
from the pharmacological, food, shipping, and fi-
nancial industry following similar incentives. Of the 
other non-private projects, many were driven not 
only by pro-social incentives for improving transpar-

ency, reducing corruption, and promoting positive 
behavior in communities but also enhancing soci-
etal efficiency in trading energy and real estate or 
managing traffic.

The main functionalities provided by the prototypes 
rely on the fundamental properties of distributed 
ledgers. For example, keeping certain data (e.g., 
transactions) on-chain is preferable. Decentralized 
ledgers allow users to trace and audit events in a 
process that may be subject to accidental or in-
tentional changes for the worse, thereby making 
fault detection, root cause analysis, or supply chain 
trust-building easy.

Figure 12: Domains of use cases and main incentives of the partners considering DLT application

Figure 13: Main functionalities considered in the use cases and used DLT types to implement them 
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In high-stakes environments, such as airplane parts 
manufacturing, tracing the origins of subpar materials 
or parts is essential. Elsewhere, public verifiability of 
certain transactions is necessary for legal and social 
reasons (e.g., transparency); therefore, this informa-
tion cannot be changed by any party. This condition 
is something that public or hybrid DLT solutions offer 
because these applications have been created from 
the start to be publicly, or at least widely, accessible.

Auditing is the most sought functionality. However, 
prototypes provided other functionalities to improve 
user behavior or stakeholder relationships with an 
entire ecosystem around DLT apps. A few recently 
implemented examples are as follows.

∞  Tokenization: DLT applications often come with 
the possibility to incentivize certain activities with 
tokens or coins or disincentivize them with trans-
action fees. In several prototyped apps, tokens 
mediate the trade of self-generated energy or 
real estate for money or volunteering for in-kind 
rewards without the need for a third party in 
most transactions3.

∞  Easy and secure setup: As distributed (cloud or 
peer-to-peer) solutions, several DLT apps and 
their nodes are easy to set up and maintain by 
technical users and can be further simplified for 
non-technical users (e.g., the general public). In 
the case of decentralized clinical trials mediated 
by secure DLT apps, ease of use has proven to be 
essential to ensure the continuous interaction of 
patients with the app.

∞  Encryption: Most hybrid and private solutions 
provide encryption for sensitive data, thus creat-
ing a secure channel for communicating sen-
sitive transactions. Despite limited throughput, 
this method has proven useful in cases where 
verification of patent provenance (without reveal-
ing the patent to everyone) or sharing personal 
health data is important.

∞  File storage: Given the storage limits of consen-
sus mechanisms, DLT apps can be linked with a 
number of off-chain solutions for file storage. In 
examples that involved billing, files of invoices or 
photographic proof of delivery were stored off-
chain, only linking to the unique identifiers of the 
slightly bulky financial information on-chain to 
reduce the cost of maintaining the ledgers.

∞  Rule-based execution: Smart contracts provide 
the ability to immediately execute an action 
(e.g., send payment) once certain conditions are 
satisfied (e.g., contract is fulfilled). In combination 
with AI or IoT solutions that serve as sensors for 
conditions beyond those which are traceable by 
code, this approach is quite useful. For exam-
ple, one prototype proposes the use of smart 
contracts to reduce the human workload in 
reviewing supplied documents based on appro-
priate legal rules to accelerate the processing of 
immigration applications while also maintaining a 
decentralized trail to ensure the entire process is 
legally sound.

3   In cases of (legal) contention or technical issues, third parties 
often cannot be substituted, but their role can be reduced for 
the majority of non-contentious cases.
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B. Literature on DLT decision making

Given the potential gains yet practical limitations, 
additional discussion surrounding DLT has attracted 
hype and cynicism. Published research and exper-
tise are crucial sources of knowledge behind deci-
sion-making, but individual views can nonetheless 
contradict each other. To understand the problem, 
more than 200 publications were studied, revealing 
107 frameworks.

Most (61) were informal or open-ended, which of-
ten have no clear connection to actual use cases 
or sources and bring no original contribution ex-
cept for the question, “Do you have a real business 
case?” (Lewis, 2016). Unfortunately, open-ended 

Figure 15: Decision frameworks by year

Figure 16: Types of decision frameworks and stages of decision making

frameworks provide approaches that are too vague 
to help in deciding on how to proceed with DLT.

These frameworks rely on subjective decision mak-
ing that requires either technical expertise in IT-ori-
ented issues initially or acceptance of risk in testing 
out assumptions regarding the business. In areas 
where experimentation is costly4 and decisions 
must be made by non-technical users, open-end-
ed workflows do not provide a sufficient interface 
for reducing prototyping costs. The remaining (36) 
close-ended and peer-reviewed frameworks provide 
clear answers in the form of mostly decision trees 
or questionnaires, as shown in Figure 16.

4   Some tools allow for quick prototyping of experimental DLT apps. However,  
most require technical knowledge to use and commitment to maintenance.
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Evaluation is the dominant category of issues ad-
dressed by the frameworks. DLTs are remarkably 
specific solutions for problems that cannot be 
solved (as effectively) by traditional databases or 
trusted third parties; thus, almost all frameworks dis-
qualify DLT prototyping where this is not the case. 
Once the value of a DLT has been proven, most 
frameworks also guide users toward criteria for the 
selection between a public, hybrid, or private DLT 
solution. For example, a need for privacy, control, or 
public verifiability filters out what components will 
be available in the later stages. Moreover, except for 
high throughput, state-of-the-art, full public verifia-

bility cannot be achieved with private DLT solutions. 
Finally, only a few publications deal with technical 
questions relevant to design. These publications 
center on smart contracts, throughput, or off-chain 
capabilities but do not offer a complete component 
recommendation. Therefore, the existing frame-
works lead to 32 unique evaluation criteria and 27 
further questions (Figure 17) for elicitation of various 
requirements. The listed categories overlap because 
users still have available options within the con-
strained set despite the hard constraints determined 
by the first stage.

Figure 17: Evaluation criteria for requirement elicitation
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Lacking design recommendations, the decision- 
making literature is most suited for specifying the 
details of the case itself within DLT-specific con-
straints. However, sufficient knowledge of the com-
ponents behind a DLT application and its surround-
ing ecosystem is necessary to prototype a custom 
DLT solution considering case requirements. 
Technical papers on distributed ledgers (including 
blockchains) provide the necessary technical spec-
ifications in 27 unique questions, which include the 
following:

∞  Technical DLT architecture and taxonomy: Spe-
cific terminology and architecture blueprints for 
DLT-based systems, such as data management 
(on- and off-chain), frontend, and smart con-
tracts. It also includes a first meta-architecture or 
layers.

∞  Enterprise architecture use cases: Use cases and 
their respective DLT architectures from applica-
tions in the industry or academic settings; similar 
to the student prototypes.

∞  DLT design patterns: Different approaches to 
on- and off-chain combinations, specific uses of 
smart contracts, or handling of key management, 
among other patterns.

∞  Procedural guidance for DLT development: 
Workflows that help in the design of individual 
layers as well as the selection of appropriate 
components.

∞  Performance analysis: Comparative analysis of 
the throughput and capacity of different solu-
tions across the public–hybrid–private trichoto-
my, consensus mechanisms (e.g., Proof-of-Work, 
Proof-of-Stake, …), or types of distributed ledgers 
(e.g., blockchain, Hashgraph).

∞  Decentralized software components: Compre-
hensively cover decentralized components, and 
Interplanetary File System as the most prominent 
solution in most cases.

Figure 18: Technical specifications addressed in analyzed technical papers
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D. Examples of helpful tools for use case analysis

Stakeholder dependency diagram

Figure 19: Example of a stakeholder dependency diagram from a letter of credit case
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E. 4+1 View Model Diagrams

BPMN process flow diagram

UML class diagram

Figure 21: Example for UML class diagram for the logical view taken from a digital commodity exchange case

Figure 20: Example of BPMN process flow diagram to identify current issues taken from a patent registration case
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Figure 23: Example for UML sequence diagram for the process view taken from an industrial supply chain case

Figure 22: Example for UML component diagram for the development view taken from an industrial supply chain case
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Figure 24: Example for UML deployment diagram for the physical view taken from an industrial supply chain case

UML deployment diagram
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request. Finally, the land commission checks for any 
statutory land conflicts for that ground and provides 
approval. The transaction is executed because the 
transaction and price are approved. 

Scenario 2: 
Mawusi, wants to buy land

Mawusi wants to buy some land. She registers first 
to the distributed ledger through the web interface 
from her laptop. Her identity is then confirmed by 
the government. Mawusi searches for lands for sale 
in the region Trede, which is her first choice. She 
founds a sale proposal for statutory land. She likes 
the ground, which can be registered in a statutory 
manner. She then sends a buy request with the pro-
posed price. The land transaction should already be 
approved by the Chief and CLS of the community 
in Trede to get listed. The land commission con-
firms the absence of statutory land conflicts for that 
ground. The transaction is processed successfully, 
and the land is finally owned by Mawusi after her 
payment.
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Scenario 3: 
Corporation A, potentially wants to buy  
large agricultural surfaces

Corporation A wants to work in a sustainable man-
ner. Therefore, he wants to know exactly (if he can) 
which grounds are for sale in customary and statu-
tory land management systems. Thus, the company 
registers to the Fit4Ghana Blockchain, receives the 
authority’s approval of registration after presenting 
identification papers of the company, and acquires 
access to lands for sale. He can see the available 
grounds and send requests to buy them. Any at-
tempt from the land commission, the chief of the 
community, or the company to execute land trans-
actions outside the blockchain system is forbidden 
by law. Corporation A can only buy approved lands 
by the stakeholder through the blockchain applica-
tion and cannot come to any conflict as a conse-
quence of such an action. Corporation A buys some 
grounds in Trede through the blockchain system but 
far away less than what other corporations could 
have done without the blockchain system, ensuring 
a sustainable future for Trede.

Scenario 4: 
Kafui, community chief, approves land  
transactions

Kafui is the Chief of the Community of Trede. He 
deals frequently with land conflicts and external 
parties willing to buy land from his community. He 
wants to track all land transactions easily and avoid 
conflicts and land grabbing. Kafui is registered by 
the authorities in the Fit4Ghana Blockchain as a rec-
ognized chief of a community. He receives notifica-
tions and is prompted to decide upon the request 
each time some members of the community want 
to sell land. He can check the ground the members 
of the community want to sell as well as the price. If 
he agrees with the offer, then he receives a confir-
mation of the land transaction. He can also oversee 
all the registered grounds and land transactions of 
his community.
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F. Example of DLT-Use-Case-Solver output canvas

Figure 25: Example DLT-Use-Case-Solver output canvas application and middleware layer
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Figure 26: Example DLT-Use-Case-Solver output canvas infrastructure layer
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